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A "fundamental change of direction" fur San Jose State’s college union program was announced
No. 62
yesterday by ASB Vice President
Steve Larson, following a meeting
of the College Union Building
Committee.
According to Larson, the building committee will stop making
building plans until after a special
student vote next spring which
will determine if the student body

Cadet
Russians Are Confident, ROTC
Takes Reins
Says Stanford Professor For Spring
it, (LIG( ABCA
I:ass:aim are a lot
A Li
iss. a group of Americans." Dr.
Konrad Krauskopf, professor of
geochemistry at Stanford, told an
audience of colleagues and students last night. "They are optimistic about the world. They think
the world is going places and they
think their country is going
places."
Relating his experiences of a
trip to Russia in 1961 when he vile
top
itett with many of Russia’s
geoehetnists and geologists, Dr.
Krauskopf reported on progress
made in the geological field and
the views of the men he talked to
on present-day political problems.
"I found the Soviet scientists
very enthusiastic about Communism. I had expected them to pay
lip service to Communism, but I
didn’t find any dissatisfaction at
all. Th.., genuinely believe the
.shition will bring hapRussiar,

Transcripts

piness and
world."

satisfaction

to

the

I is- iiudienee what the wife
s’sit scientist Wive told him:
"I know we need you and I think
’ONLY SMALL FRACTION’
you need us to keep both of us
Dr. Krauskopf qualified his talk
by reminding his audience that he examining our own beliefs. Withhad only seen a small fraction of out each other I think we might
lapse into complacency."
Russia and brought back only a
tiny fabric of opiniorLs and iroon
pressions.
Council
"All we can do to learn Mann
Russia is to listen to as many
Russian visitors as possible and
construct a tiny mosaic of their
views. I’ll give you a tiny piece
of this mosaic."
Geologic research is still in its
primary stages with the scientists
AIslefl rent
of Bob Pacini as
only beginning the exploration of Spartan Daily editor and Kent
the USSR land mass.
Vlautin as advertising manager
was confirmed Wednesday by the
MEDIOCRE WORK
ASB Student Council.
"Some of the work is good," he
Vlautin, senior advertising mastated, "and a great deal is medi- jor, has served two semesters on
ocre." Many of the scientists do
no more than produce "trivial results with great fanfare."
The Russians weie anxious to
tell Dr. Krauskopf of their "freedoms" although they used the word
in a different meaning than the
West. They were particularl
proud of their freedom from exploitation by capitalists, freedom
of opportunity and freedom from
economic insecurity.
it

’Has Ayes
F ,
or Pacini, Vlautin,
Headings, Mitchel

students %’. ho will be transferring to another seitool for the
,pring semester 11.P11 Id go to
the Registrar’s office, AIM] 102,
hefore Jan. 25 to place their reCONFLICT OF IDEAS
quests for transcripts at the
"The competition between the
"Official Transcript" window.
If the request iN made before j U.S. and Russia is greater than
the 25th the transcript will he you think. It is a conflict of ideas
mailed on or about Feb. 8. , which may not be so bad because
Graduating shident requests Will it at least keeps us constantly on
i our toes," he commented.
be proeessed around Feb. 1(1.
Dr. Krauskopf illustrated the
Russian feeling on the c.onfliet by

Senior Cadet Weston J. Longson
assumed command of the Air Force
FtOTC. Cadet Corps yesterday in a
ceremony at the women’s athletic
field.
With this position, Longson automatically assumes the rank of cadet colonel, handed down from the
retiring group commander, William A. Dias.
Longson, selected from among a
group of 30 senior Air Science IV
students, will be responsible for directing and coordinating the entire cadet program for the spring
semester.
The new commander is a marketing major and plans to be graduated in June. He is currently
enrolled in the Flight Instruction
program open to all seniors who
plan to enter pilot training. Longson, who has expressed interest in
the Air Force as a career, will be
commissioned a second lieutenant
after graduation in June.
Chosen to assist C/Col. Longson
iis his group staff were: C/Lt. Col.
Robert A. Wiswell, deputy commander; C/Majors Gary Borchardt,
, personnel; John Ganley, operations; Carl Chambers, inspector;
Richard Johnson, materiel; James
llenningsen, comptroller; DI a r k
Foutch, information; Lawrence
Szczesny, administrative; Eric So!ander, James McFarlin, C’ a r I DeFran co, squadron commanders;
Peter Wolfe, special services, Frank
Peacock, special projects and Sidney Maestre, athletic officer.

will want and support a college
union.
Until that time, the efforts of
the committee will be focused on
an education program aimed at
iacquainting the students with college unions and their purposes and
functions on campuses of this kind.

Dr’ Dwight Bentel, chairman of
the building committee, "then a
college union director will be em,ployed and plans for our union
building will be continued."
The previous direction in building plans would have allowed the
committee to draw up final plans
before the vote without the help
UNION DIRECTOR
of an experienced college union
"If the students indicate they director. This, according to Larwant a college union here," said son, could have meant some Serous mistakes in the building.
"The committee decided that the
eapaign of education leading to
Hie student vote would constitute
principal objective and occupy
neer attention," said Dr. Bentel.
"So the other activities contingent
upon the student vote will halt
until after the election."
STUDENT SUPPORT
The idea of college unions for
state colleges dependent upon student support was approved by the
Hoard of State College Trustees
earlier this semester. If the plan
here is approved (a Si majority
is needed for passager next spring,
the union will be constructed behind the cafeteria between the Art
Building and the Industrial Arts

Photo c,
NEWLY APPOINTED AFROTC Commander Weston J. Longson
has the badge of his rank pinned on by retiring commander William A. Dias at yesterday’s change of command ceremony.

Panel Studies ’Bias’
In ASB Appointments

Grant, Kerr Star
In Flick Tonight
Tonight at 7:30, "An Affair To
Remember" will screen at the
last Friday Flick of the
semester
in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
Sponsored by the Senior class
as a fond -raising
task to build
a statue at the
proposed College
Union, Friday Flicks
has played
Is nearly 4,000
this semester.
"An Affair To
Remember,"
starring Cary Grant,
Deborah
Kerr, Richard
Denning and Neva
Patterson, is director -writer Leo
McCarey’s revision on a
1939 film
made by Charles
Boyer and Irene
bunne.
In color and
Cinema -Scope, the
film is the story
of an artist,
Grant, who
meets an ex -singer.
Nliss Kerr, aboard
ship. The two
ant’ nearly married
to wealthy
Person5. but decide
to shed their
affiances. What happens
has been
rkeriherl in alarmingly
ambivalent terms in
national magazines.
Miss Kerr’s
absorption with setli,atent house work
after an automobile aecirient
deepens the story
and makes it "An
Affair To Re.
nlernher."
Admission is by AND
card and
th 25 cents.
Members of the
college community are
inveers

Prof To View
Hartz’ Book
Today’s book talk, originally
scheduled for next Wednesday,
will feature Dr. Walter E. Hugins,
assistant professor of history, reviewing "The Liberal Tradition
in America" by Louis Hartz.
The cafeteria book talk in rooms
A and B will begin at 12:30.
Dr. Hugins’ review will conclude
the book talk series for the semester. The talks will be resumed
next semester. The historian’s review was rescheduled for Friday
because of the administration ban
on co-curricular activities during
finals week.
Hartz, according to Dr. Hugins,
"considers himself a 20th C,entury
de Tocqueville" and attempts to
view Americans as would Europeans.
In his work, he compares the
United States to Europe. He points
out that the United States is
unique in the world. To discover
why, we must compare it with
other nations.
The author is professor of government at Harvard. "The Liberal
Tradition in America" is available in both hard cover and paperback.

The question of whether a bias partly on the basis of past particiin favor of Greeks exists in ap- pation in activities and student
pointments to Associated Student government. He added that pledges
The last weekend Co-itee of Body was posed to a panel of receive leadership training.
CHRIS HEADINGS
Theis commented that ’Once
the semester will be held this representatives from fraternities
. Lyke Editor
weekend. Both the Men’s and land independents yesterday after- Greeks get to office they have a
self-perpetuating cycle." Howard
the Spartan Daily advertising Women’s Gyms will be open noon in the Studio Theater.
Representing the independents’ added that an independent might
staff, one semester as a salesman from 12:30-4:30 p.m.
Danny Dale, not have a chance for an office in
and one as promotion manager.
Basketball and ping ;long will view were Bob Thei.ss,
a Greek regime.
Vlautin is a member of Alpha be available In the .’1fen’s Gym Gene Howard and Mike Moretti.
DISCLAIMS FAVORITISM
Phi Omega fraternity and Alpha and the Women’s Gym will fea- Greeks were Torn Volz, Dee eraVolz disclaimed any favoritism
vita Sigma, advertising fra- ture volleyball, ping-pong, bad- lens, Ben Bycel and Ross McHauck
President
Bill
n selecting by stating that inIernity.
minton. shuffleboard, trampo- Gowan. ASB
ceived in rape or incest could nor
stead of a numerical rating sysBob Pacini, currently fine arts line (1-3 p.m.) and swimming acted as panel moderator.
under the law, be aborted. Sls
by
Hauck opened the discussion
tem for interviewees the memeditor of the Spartan Daily, has II -4 p.m.).
favors a law change that weirsd
referring to an article which ap- bers of the interviewing commitbeen a staff member for two seallow the physician to use his judgpeared in the Spartan Daily of tee just write down personal
mesters and served two semesters
ment in special cases where the
Friday, Dec. 7, in which ASB comments about the applicant, his
as editor of the City College of
woman’s welfare is concerned.
Executive Secretary Bob Weers ideas and qualifications. He added
San Francisco Guardsman.
charged that a bias existed. Weers that a representative from the
COMMIT SUICIDE?
Appointed to top positions on
!produced data showing that in the dean of students office is usually
At present, the psychological Lyke magazine were Chris Headperiod Oct. 1 -Nov. 1, 1962. of the present at the discussion which
state of the mother is disregarded ings, editor and Barbara Mitchell,
67 independents who applied for follows an interview.
except in extreme instances, she le isi ness manager.
positions 10 vvere appointed, and
"We want to find the most qualipointed out. "Only if the psychiaMiss Headings, senior journalism
that of 62 Greeks who applied 24 fied students. We’re there to do
trist thinks a continuance will major, has served two semesters
received positions.
one jobto offer the student body
cause the girl to commit suicide. on the Spartan Daily staff and
the individuals who are best able
may the child be aborted," Dr. this past semester on the Lyke
STATISTICS NOT PROOF
McCall added.
Tom Volz, ASS personnel offi- to do the job," he said.
staff. Miss Headings is current
"The ill-conceived child has as president of the Beta Pi chapter
By BRUCE W. seENN
cer, said that the statistics do not
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (UPI) prove that bias exists. He claimed c
much right to life as anyone else
Theta Shelia Phi, national frak
s
t
ri
.Secessionist leader Moise that the disproportion could be
but would have many
ternity for women in journalism.
against it to start with," she conMiss Mitchell, junior advertising Tshombe has assured the United justified.
cluded.
Volz said that when he first w
major, has SerVed two semesters Nations that he has called off his
Miss Marilyn Pestarino, San Jose on the advertising staff of the scorched earth policy in Katanga, took office apathy in the general
State graduate and local practicing Spartan Daily. She is a member a U.N. spokesman said’ yesterday. student body concerning studio’
attorney, called the other side of lof Gamma (’hi, advertising soThe spokesman said Tseamse government was very great..
An SJS campus security officer ’under investigation, both by our
the two-headed coin. Supportine I., rd’
also pledged that the U.N. force saw that the Greeks were carry was knocked unconscious for ap- department and the San Jose
strict interpretation of the present
could advance to the Rhodesian ing the ball for the most part."
law, she emphasized the humanits
In order to change this situa- proximately 20 minutes Wednes- police, but we don’t know how or
border without opposition to re.
of the unborn child. "The child
open a supply line vital to the tion and achieve a more repre- day night as he was patrolling the se-by it happened."
Gough said that the bruise
even in the womb, is a human beU.N.-held provincial capital of sentative government., Volz said buildings at the north end of Sparseemed to be made from a flat
ing with human rights," she stated
that he has endeavored to publi- tan Stadium.
Elisabethville.
and added, "a criminal may choose
Louie Anderson, 21, 1285 Tripp object, possibly a two-by-four but
Secretary General Thant cize the ASB positions that need
added that doctors at the hospital
his lawyer, but a child can’t choose
Wednesday night ordered the U.N. I to be filled. A letter to all ap- Ave., San Jose, escaped serious
the
proposaLs
of
’
Panel
discussion
Gouldhave
saidthati
parents."
Congo Command to restrain proved housing centers, notices on injury in the incident, but was round object also.co
the
local
facof
reorganization
for
h saidnat
that
’ERASE THE SLATE’
Tshombe "from further irrespon- bulletin boards and publicity in taken to San Jose Hospital for a blood vessels under the skin
be
featured
on
will
ulty
council
had
According to Miss Pestarino, a
sible acts." The U.N. spokesman the Spartan Daily are the devices checkup after he awoke and called been ruptured, and that the swell of
agenda
meeting
the
Tuesday
police. The beating occurred about
law change would be misused by
said then that this meant house used.
of
UniAssociation
American
the
ing was not necessarily in the
8:30 p.m.
PAST PARTICIPATION
some parties to whom an abortion
(AAUP) during arrest.
would be a convenience. "The par- versity Professors
Cralens pointed out that the
by !shape of the object which had
investigation
Subsequent
Tunisian
t
cafeteria
rosins
in
surrounded
session
a
12:30
p.m.
fraternities choose their members campus officers and San Jose pctcaused the bruise.
ties involved should not be given
Tshombe in his presidential pal_ _
13.
the freedom to ’erase the slate,’" rooms A and
lice disclosed no weapons or tamace
in
will
be
Ellsabethsille.
of
the
panel
But,
the
guard
Members
she said.
pering with any buildings. "It’s
Morris, head of was withdrawn six hours later and
She went on to note that chances Prof. Bert M.
possihle he prevented a break-in."
the Chemistry Department; Dr. Tshombe set out on an apparently
of complications in pregnancy or
Immunization neainst Type I Campus Security Officer Ralph
E. Wheeler, associate pro- triumphal drive to meet his aides
resulting birth defects are negli- Gerald
history. and Dr. C. M. and troops at Mokambo, near the and II polio will be given by the Gough told the Daily yesterday,
The California State Colleges’
gible nowadays. "King County Hos- fessor of
Student Health Service today at " hut were not even sure of that. Board of Trustees will conclude
Larsen, assistant professor of Rhodesian border.
underhas
City
York
New
in
pital
"At
this
time,"
Gough
said,
"it’s
The spokesman said the palace F1130, 1-4 p.m.
its two-day monthly meeting totaken only two abortions in 15 math.
In addition to immunizations
Open to all interested faculty guard was withdrawn when
day at San Fernando Valley State
years," she pointed out.
the meeting will be Tshomhe agreed to end the for diphtheria, smallpox, typhoid
College in Northridge.
Miss Pestarino denied the psy- members,
and tetanus, Sabin oral vaccine
Among the items under oottsidchological factor involved in the called to order by Dr. John A. scorched earth and sabotage policy.
Barr, newly -elected chapter presiBritish and Belgian consuls in- is being offered to students, facfor the Advance- eration is the much debated conbirth of the unwanted child.
The
Society
and professor of secondary tervened with U.N. authorities in ulty and employees.
stit ut ion for the proposed st a t eMothers of unwanted children are dent
Sabin Type I and IT oral vac- ment of Management will sponsor wide faculty senate. The plan will
Elisabethville before Tshombe’s
education,
carried to term without complicaa
seminar
dealing
with b
investment b reviewed by the trustees before
is available
for persons
who ne
The SJS chapter of the AAUP release.
e
n
i
tions under close medical superwill recommend policy stands for
The spokesman here said missed the K.O. Polio immunize- clubs Saturday morning from 9 it is returned to faculty members
vision, she concluded, even venturuntil
12 in S142. Registration for for ratification.
the organization on the faculty Tstiornbe’s pledge to end the sabo- tions of last October and NOeeMing that the abortion itself would
tage program was given to British her, according to the Health Serv- the session will he from 8 a.ni
council issue.
Proposal for an out-of-state tuibe more traumatic than beating the
to 9 a.m.
A committee, appointed jointly Consul Derek Dodson, who trans- ice.
ton hike and consideration of maschild.
Pres. John T. Wahlquist and mitted it to Eike’ Matheu, chief
Students under 21 years of age
A panel discussion will follow ter plans for San Diego and Long
After the discussion, speakers by
the faculty council, is now study- U.N. official in Elisabethville, for must have written consent from the talks. The talk is oper to the Beach State Colleges were also on
answered questions from the audiing reorganization proposals,
a parent or guardian.
relay to Thant.
public. Admission is free.
the agenda.
ence.

Final Co-Rec

Doctor, Lawyer Debate
Existing Abortion Laws
NIES VADEN
":-!!.,:,!,! ’,merit an unborn child
is a human tieing with rights was
pivot point in Wednesday night’s
discussion of the controversial California abortion law, a discussion
heard by an overflow audience at
Allen Hall’s recreation room.
Dr. Nancy McCall, Vanderbilt
University graduate and gynecologist, asserted she supports a liberal interpretation of the law which
slates, in effect, "No pregnancy is
to he interrupted unless it can be
shown that to carry it to term will
endanger the mother’s life."
Dr. McCall expressed primary
concern with well-being of the
nether. noting that babies con -

The student vote will probably
come late in the spring semester,
Dr. Bentel said, and may be held
in classes at one time during the
day in order to get a larger number of votes.
A steering committee will also
be set to conduct the campaign
and will consist of a faculty member and three student members.

Leader Halts
Burn Policy
In Katanga

ampus Policeman Attacked
hile Patrolling Stadium

AAUP To Stud
Council Reform

Trustees Study
Senate, Tuition

Immunizations

SAM’s Seminar

ISPARTAN DAILY
Friday, Jan. 11,

Bruce
Olson*
says...

"63 Will Political Unity Be Next Step
For Common Market Countries?
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the last in
five -part series on the European
Common Market, its problems and
future.
By DIANE JUDGE
Now that the Common Market
has made such amazing strides

644

tt You can get more Insurance
later on, even it you Can’t pass
the physical exam at that time.
Herd to believe? Call me and I’ll
Show you how. No obligation.

LILLI ANN
Coats and Suits

JANE ANDRE

*BRUCE OLSON

KORET
Sportswear

representing
THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA

42 S

10

in San Jos

622 TOWN &
CCUNTRY
VILLAGE

the only Company selling
exclusively to College Men

Phone
241.7180

Bcb Hall
PRETTY PULICITEERSFive coed winners of fraternity sweetheart contest give a big smile to encourage fraternity men and
dates to attend the annual IFC dance tonight from 9p.m. to I
a.m, at the Elks Club on Alma Street. They are (I. to r.) Lisa
Phelan, Sigma Chi Sweetheart; Holly Spangenberg, Daughter
of Minerva; Sally Clark, Theta Xi Cinderella; Bent Mathisin,
PiKA Sweetheart, and Kathy Vanleeuwen, Theta Chi Dream Girl.

FOR THE
PRICE
Cs

1

SALE

grin szBarrit !

VAITGEN’S

By TIM BARR
(With apologies to George Lichty’s "Grin and Bear It.")

MEN’S TRADITIONAL SHOP
GIRLS COLLEGIATE SHOP

Groans, Buildings, People

121 S. 4th St

STATE MEAT MARKET
Corner 4th and Santa Clara
CY 2-7726
Complete Line of First
Quality Meats, Wholesale and Retail

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS:
45’

let Quality

Skinless WIENERS
VEAL CHOPS

cultural exchanges for more
than 1,000 years by trading music, art, and literary works.
Each country is on roughly
the same economic level except
Italy. All are industrialized and
well fed, with wages of approximately 70 cents to 80 cents an
hour.
All market members belong to
NATO, which gives them a basic
political alliance and understanding.
MARKET DIVISIONS
Although there are many cultural similarities, there are two
basic divisions between market

Dresses

351 N. 26th Street
San Jose, Calif.
Tel: 298-6031

S

in economic cooperation, members and European leaders are
dreaming of a political union.
The market provides as vast a
field for political progress as it
does for monetary expansion.
Besides their economic interests, the countries in the Common Market are united by other
basic bonds that might help to
bring them together politically.
CHRISTIAN TRADITION
They each have a Christian
tradition that provides a common framework for their Ideals
and way of life.
They each have participated in
.

594 lb

Meaty Shoulder

39
994a.

lb.

BONELESS CORNED BEEF
Armour Star THICK SLICED BACON

lb

2 lb. pkg.

of FREE PARKING
Wholesale to Frets Sororities and Boarding Houses
Plenty

"You can make
new friends
when you sell
your books . . .
All I did was
recommend
them to
ROBERT’S."

Unsaid pleas from campus buildings and people:
If I must be a technician, sir, please use me. Use me! If I am
a librarian, you have given me money to learn how to be a good
librarian, but you won’t use me. Why?
I dress according to standards. I speak correctly. I answer
courteously, but why won’t you use me?
I may even be a college professor who isn’t being used. Why
won’t you use me? Why! You and your folks are paying me good
money as well. so why won’t you use me?
They have to give me research here to keep me busy, because
not enough students will question me or visit me during office hours.
So they fill my idle time doing grueling research, so I can honestly
earn my pay.
But, why do you waste your time paying me when you won’t
use me?
Do you go to L,emly’s and pay for suds, then let them sit on
the bar?
Do you go to the laundromat. put in your money, then run
to the wall to pull the plug so the machine won’t wash?
SWITCH TO THINKING
Is there something you’ve wanted to say in my class but didn’t
because you figured $45.50 a semester wasn’t enough to pay the
administration for talking privilege in class?
For my exam, are you cramming more now, but enjoying it
less? Switch to thinking.
Yes, believe it or not, all of us were put here to be used. Your
great -great grandfathers hopefully set this institution here in 1857
to teach you something. They didn’t figure on your relaxing so
much that you became unteachable.
Come on, give me a break. My libraries professors and administrative services haven’t been adequately used these past few years.
Can’t you see some of us are gathering dust? Some of us even
spend our time at the cafeteria
like you.
FLOWER RENTAL
Our education? Well, nearly
Permenent-flowr arrangements and
all of us have bachelor’s degrees.
plants for weddings, parties, dances.
We even have master’s degrees.
Costs a fraction of whet it would tale
Some of us (holders of doctorto duplicate with fresh flowers.
ates) got, flaky eyelashes, crimpled foreheads, shot nerves,
twitchy eyes and ulcers because
By Andre
we thought there was more to
learn than we already knew.
33 East
Hopefully, now that we’ve imSan Antonio St.
proved ourselves intellectually,
Phone 297-1357
you won’t even use is for your
rviorat ion

ROBERT’S
BOOK CO.
On 4th St. across from the Library

Spattait 21,4
Entered as second class matter April
24. 1934. at San Jos*. California. undr the act of March 3, 1879. Member California Newspapers Publishers
Association. Published daily by Associated Students o4 San Jose State
Colleg except Saturday arid Sunday,
during college year. Subscription accepted only on a remainder-of-sernesMr bsis. Full academic year, $9; each
’,minter $4.50. Off-campus price per
copy, 10 cents. CY 4-6414Editorial
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EXPERT
AUTO REPAIR

A portfolio which iodides:
PERSONAL COUNSELING: A list of your strong trait:
and how to direct them.

cp

STUDY HABIT COUNSELING: A Ust of the traits taus.
ing your study problems and how to control them.
VOCATIONAL COUNSELING: Vocations
tailored to
your natural inclinations
which provide you
the greatest amount of purpose, happiness, and with
sue.
ens in Me.
Fee: sli

CAREER PLANNING
FOR YOUNG ADULTS

291.3313
Plies.:
777 No. 1st St.
It no answer phone 269.5492

"Bring us your problems. Solving them is our spe, miry."’
sr

OPEN
Monday
Thursday
Friday
TILL 9

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

ELECTRONIC PARTS & HI Fl EQUIPMENT

United Radio and T.V. Supply

Co.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
1425 W. SAN C kl{LOS
CY 8-1212
FRATERNITY MEN ACT NOW!
Enjoy your annual

I.F.C. DANCE
’FO 1

TONIGHT
Featuring:
gamy RicLarelson

E1’ th5 Prore3iions

At the: ELKS CLUB on ALMA RD.
Ftll MAL PRESENTATIONS WILL BE
NI %DE OF FRATERNITY HOUSE
NlOTHERS AND 1/1{EAM GIRLS

Take The Gang
To Breakfast
at
ANGEL 0’S
Fraternities, sororities, boarding house students or any group can
get a big, hearty weekend breakfast for a reasonable price at
Angelo’s Steak House.

if

Start your morning right this Saturday and Sunday. Talre your
gang to breakfast at Angelo’s Steak House!

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE

FREE
PARKING
38 S. 3rd

72 E. SANTA CLARA

9644frISHOO 814T1
TOW N E ’a ,

SARATOGA 21,
14E02 Bly Sesta Way

1 433 The Alameda
"DIVORCE ITALIAN STYLE"
u.:th Marcell,, Moisfroianni . . . best
actor award Italian Critics’ Film
Festival.

400 South First St.

The

original uncut Italian version

of

BOCCACCIO
70

396 South First

KIPLING’S WOMEN

HOLIDAY FAST SERV
Across From the Library
on 4th and San Fernando
Delicious Fish-wich
with spicy tartar sauce

Se//
Your Books
At:

members that could prolong political agreement.
One division separates the
large countriesFrance, West
Germany, and Italyfrom the
small countriesBelgium. Luxembourg. and the Netherlands.
This could lead to arguments
over representation similar to
the division of opinion between
the large and small slates during the U.S. Constitutional Convention.
Another division of interests
is between the predominantly
agricultural countries of Netherlands. France, and Italy and
industrial Belgium and Germany.
Enthusiasts of the political union
are reminded of the split between the industrial North and
the agricultural South before
the Civil War.
MAIN PROBLEM
The United States has shown
that these divisions can be
reconciled. The main problem
seems to revolve around the
willingness of the countries to
give up their national sovereignty. And if they are willing, to
what degree?
One proposal has been to have
a Parliament of the United States
of Europe. Delegates would be
from each member country and
decisions would overshadow the
individual countries.
At present there is a parliament of 42 delegates from each
member country but it only has
jurisdiction over market affairs.
Members are chosen by their
colleagues in their home country Parliaments.
EXECUTIVE BODY
The other present governing
body in the Common Market is
the Council of Ministers, made
up of the foreign or economic
ministers of the member countries.
Jean Monnet. father of the
Common Market, heads the Action Committee for the United
States of Europe which is supported by dozens of key European officials. This group is
working toward a Europe united
not as a union or a confederation, but as a political community.
Evidence that member countries definitely have a political
plan was shown when the neutral and dictatorial countries
were refused admission because
they would not fit into the political design.
Walter Hallstein. president of
the Common Market, expressed
the feeling of many market leaders when he said, "The Common
Market is not in business, hut
In politics."

9or three who Care about their luture...

39c
King Size Hamburger
’’A Meal In Itself"

39e

Automatic Transmission
Seal Installed. $35.00
on most cars
Transmission Overhaul
$75.00 most makes of
cars
Engine Overhaul
$76.00 and up
Valve Job
$20.00 and up
Engine Tuneup

and

THE MATING URGE

ESQUIRE
(formerly filoyfoirl
1 191 E. Santo Clara St.
Phone: CY 3-8405
EXCLUSIVE SAN JOSE SHOWING
That -Never-onSunday-girr . . .
Melina Mercouri In
PHAEDRA
with Tony Perkins
co.hit -Terry Thomas in
"TOO MANY CROOKS"

11c

- and -.
Z

TO Z

TROPICAIRE
North Screen
FANCY PANTS
VENUS
FIRST SPACE SHIP TO
South Screem
el

wonders
motion picture to the
Add
Ile world

TARAS BULBA Irtotto

Yul
alerting may Curtis &
co hit

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Juicy Hot Dogs
Every Sunday

(

THREE STOOGES
IN ORBIT

FRED & EVERETT’S
GARAGE
1567 S

st St

’CO-RIGINALDEFECTIVE IL

CY 5-6559

WHAT EVER HAPPENED
TO BABY JANE?
starring BeMy Davis and
Joan Crawford
sotis’y your our 4ty
PRESSURE POINT

Take a study break -Go to a movie
tonight!

All
you
Ren
sigr.

44111111111111

Show Tickets

Pery:o
JANUARY
STOREWIDE
CLEARANCE
Happy

BARGAINS!
from
from

SUITS

18.75

from

SKIRTS

from

DRESSES

18.75

6.95
8.25

RAINCOATS from 8.95

PePP91.4
206 SOUTH FIRST ST.
Convenient Lay’a’way
Bankamericard and
1st National Charge

.Wa’aVaileavlaloWa

Celre481.1014Wirer101.410102440’

FOLK
Guitars -Banjos -Music
. .. see our fine selection

BENNER MUSIC
CV 7-7417

,

11164 W. San Carlos

,...We’re’rle40111.0107,:ii,,,r‘leogferieS438,001:800Ve-.."0144’,..4.1.1.14,...er.:

THE YOUNG ADULT NIGHT SPOT
IS THE

PENTHOUSE
where you can dance to the music of
Johnny Heartsman’s Trio
22316 Mission

Blvd., Hayward

Age Minimum.

18 years

8:30 p.m. -I2:30 a.m.
2:00 p.m.- 6:00 p.m.

OPEN: Wed., Fri., Sat.
Sun. Jam Session

loll won’t have to be
drou’ged (born to Tico’s Tacos

$
§
t
;Z

r.,

eat at Tico’s Tacos because Tico’s is famous for
r Mexican dishes including tacos, enchiladas, rice and
Tico’s also offers the

RANCHBURGER
only

45c
One taste of a ranchburger and we guarantee
fila+ you’ll be running (not dragging) back for more.

Tien’s Tacos
4th and St. James

Make Spring Reservations Now
Apartments for Students Under or
Over 21
Modern up to
Date
Close to Campus
We Can Get Roommates
(No Exrta Fee)

many times have you said, "If only I sivrfr
a milliom
I would ..."and then you proceed to rattle oft a zillion dreams
you would make come true if you ever got those mythical millions.
After four months of "Poise ’n Ivy," I 1110.e come to the realization (i.e. told) that I am now, officially, a fruatrated news hen II
was only frustrated pre-P’nI). Therefore, as the sensational scoop
of the year, and without further ado, here is what a frustrated news
hen would do with her millions.
a. Appoint a publicity chairman for each living center and
social club, paying $20,000 per semester to each if they spelled all
names correctly.
b. Buy typesvriters for each subject ir part "a"
c. Pay Miss Jan Michelli, Sigma Kappa publicity chairman,
$50,000 to train subjects in part
d. Buy engagement rings for all campus males to give to all
campus females.
e. Buy 10 pages of space in the Daily to run a mammoth
column announcing all of the engagements mentioned in part "d."
which, presumably, would make everyone happy.
f. Buy hearts for all Spartan Daily grade-givers.
g. Buy the college and make an etiquette course mandatory
in the hopes there would be more tact, courtesy and "Poise" in the
Ivy. (Just a tad corny.,
Has

awe,

RUSSELL HOLCOMB, (R), senior drama student, has been
awarded the Dorothy Kaucher Oral Interpretation Award after
competing against six other students in the finals for the prize.
Dr. Kaucher, (L), former SJS instructor, presented the winner with
a $50 cash prize. Holcomb read as his presentation ’’A Compilation on Silence." Judges for the competition were Dr. Dudley
Moorhead, dean of the division of humanities and the arts; Dr.
Harold Miller, professor of English and Dr. William Sweeney,
dean of the division of education. Presiding at the contest was
former award winner Mari-lyn Henry.

ENGAGEMF:NTS

Celia Smith, employee of Pacific Telephone in San Francisco.
from San Bruno, to Gerald Guibor, senior journalism major from
Manteca.
Patricia Roberts, sophomore nursing major at College of Sequoias, from Visalia, to Curt Luck, junior civil engineering major
from Firebaugh.
Cindy Lamdan. junior education major from Menlo Park, to
Newt Harband, Kappa Nu, now attending Stanford Medical School,
from San Francisco. An August wedding date has been set by the

Western Lit Popular
In Communist China
TOKYO (UPI i
Red China
may not r are for America’s
brand of politics, but she’s not
averse to letting her people read
American books.
Works by Mark Twain and
por t s Henry Longfellow and
Walt Whitman have been translated into Chinese and are steady
favorites with the Chinese public.
According to the New China
News Agency, these writers’
books are among about 6,000
foreign volumes translated and
sold in China since the Communists took over in 1949.
Other Western authors to
have parted the Bamboo Curtain include Britain’s Charles
Dickens. W. M. Thackeray and
Thomas Hardy and France’s
Honore de Balzac. Gustave Flaubert. EnUle Zola and Guy de
Maupassant.
Shakespear’s plays are a special favorite in China. New China
said 37 titles and 603.000 copies
have been put on sale across
the country.
Romeo and Juliet - - in three
different translations-- has sold
84,000 copies and ’Hamlet’ has
been snapped up by 65,000 eager
buyers.
The New China News Agency

said two well-known scholars are
now working separately on translating Shakespeare’s tragedies
and comedies.
Besides these modern classics,
Red China also has made ancient ones available.
Homer’s ’Iliad,’ Plato’s ’Dialogues,’ Aristotle’s ’Poetics,’ Milton’s ’Paradise Lost,’ Dante’s ’Divine (’omedy,’ Moliere’s comedies and Cervantes’ Don Quixote’ have been translated.
Nor are the Russians authors
left out, although Peking seldom
sees eye-to-eye with Moscow
these days.

Bernstein Musical
Auditions Set
E ’eats

Side

Mr

duction of the
I.)14erti ASSOCia-

will be held Jan. 14-19 at
7
p.m. in the Abraham Lincoln
High School cafeteria, Dana and
Brooklyn streets.
The youthful parts in the musical should make it especially
attractive to college-age performers, said Mrs. Willard Morel’, president of the association.
The Leonard Bernstein musical
will he staged in the San Jose
lii .11.

Montgomery

Theater, April 18. 19, 25. 26 and
May 4, 10 and 11.

Studio Theater
Plans Six Plays

,singir

couple.

Marcia King, junior sociology major from Fullerton, to Michael
Miller. junior at New Mexico State College. from Fullerton. A
November wedding is in the offing.
Karen Sanders, Zeta Tau Alpha, studying with the SJS nursing
school, from Palo Alto. to Thomas Reeder. Alpha Kappa Lambda,
Stanford graduate student, from Champaign, Ill.
Gloria Delzer, sophomore education major from Bakersfield.
to Roger Pitney, Sigma Pi, junior business and industrial management major, from Bakersfield.
Molly Wool, Alpha Phi, senior accounting major from San Jose,
to Sonny Stearns, Pi Kappa Alpha, junior at University of California
Dental Selvarl. from San Jase,
Candy Harriman, Alpha Phi, junior education major from Saratoga, to Duane Adams, employee of Bank of America, from Los
Altos. A February wedding is on the agenda.
Did( Dwyer, junior nursing major from Colima, to Paul
Schreiber. graduate of SJS, presently employed by the San Jose
Water Works. from Alameda. June 29 is the big day.
Pat Arata, junior music major from San Bruno, to Cliff Bellone,
senior physical education major at University of Notre Dame, Indiana, from San Mateo.
Carole Ions, junior secretarial major from Lafayette, to
White, senior business and industrial manageinent major from
ranee. Fall will be the season for the wedding.
Karen Smith, sophomore education major from Fremont. to
Duane Becknell. Tau Delta Phi, sophomore chemistry major fro--.
Fremont.
Sylvia Armstrong, senior homemaking education major fram
Watsonville, to Terry Caldwell, senior business administration and
industrial management major from Barstow. A summer wedding
is planned.
Linda Rotz, sophomore business major from Napa. to Don
Johnson, aeronautical major at the University of Illinois.
Linda Heino, senior education major from Menlo Park. to
Robert Hawker, employee at Wells Fargo Bank, and graduate of
Menlo College of Business. from Menlo Park.
Judie Riggs, Sigma Kappa, senior education major from Con.
cord, to Keith Chambliss, studying at University of California,
from Concord.
Na..o.al

A flurry of drama activity this
afternoon and tomorrow ’till end
this semester’s presentation of
the Studio Hour.
This afternoon at 1710 three
plays will be presented in the
College Theater.
James Witherell will direct a
portion of "A Taste 01 7Toney."
Eugene Bmuse will direct ’’the
More the Menier," aad Ran Magnuson will preesnt "The 12-Pound
Look."
On Saturday at 2:30 p.m.. also
In Collet-se Theater. Rich Overmyer will direct "The Heiress."
Art Conn will direct. a modern
"Antigone." and Wanda Jolly will
present "The American Dream."
Dr. Jack Neeson, associate professor of speech. said the riaxhictions are open to all and there
is ne .elmis,ion charge
Crystal Creamery
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REFERVD BY APPOINTMENT

GET RESULTS!
1654 The Alomeda

Telephone 295-5647

"Students Are Conformed
Or Transformed to What?"

HOWARD
TOURS

THE ORIGINAL
STUDY TOUR IN TNT PACIFIC

HAWAII TOUR
SIX UNIVERSITY CRLDiTS

56 DAYS . . $589 41..
..ty of Raw.
..tes let fpuh,,
toyer a
’..:a33 and Hero... ie.
lations. and the gr. it
dense 3
en? divr,..on of dinners, hart
sightseeing erects,
,roor:
teach a
and cultural enter.
t,iinmen .
all necessary tour sees’
"es. Ste, .1.,, passage and neighbor
island vis.to available at adjusted
rates. 1963 -gig Summer in Ha.a.,
tne biennial year of the Trans.Pa,.,
(arm Rare Iron, Los Angeles to Mena
r-.

ORIENT TOUR
SIX UNIVERSITY CREDITS

$1989

67 DAYS

San Fran, sill State College summer
session program. Hawaii. Japan, 1,
’nose, Hong Kong, Philippones, Viet.
nem, Thailand. and Singapore - dubious program for sophisticated tray.
e’rrs whose intetlect, adventurous
pirit and previous travel make them
.i Ay for one of their most exriting
travel experiences Includes combine.
I on stearnsnin.air travel between west
Coast and Orient, plus all first class
...nodes ashore - hotels, all meals.
s.ghtseeing. all tips, and the most
ertensive schedule of special dinnerS.
cosmopolitan entertainment, evening
events, and social function,. plus all
neressary tour servers Also avaJiable
Ti day extension Around tee world
Study Tour; 3 univers.ty credits

SO. AMERICA
Six UNiVIRSITY CREDITS

$1799

45 DAYS

FfaaCtra Stal. CSilaga yyrhAe,

33SiOn program Panama. Colombia.
Fcuador. Peru, Chic, Argentina. Uru
gUai. and Brazil -highlighted by es.
consorts to tire Andean highlands, the
inct cities of the Incas, Iguassu Falls
and Brasilia, a great educational and
adventurous experieve Includes air
-undtrip from salami and very bes
nntels, meals, sightseeing, evening
artivities. social functions. and spe
r al events, plus all essential tour
services
APPLY
MISS KATHRYN CASS1N

155 South I Ith Street
San Jose 12 Cult. CY 3.2049

ee4irue
Orphiptione
ROGER WILLIAMS FELLOWSHIP

5:45 p.m. Supper

615 p.m. Meeting
"Delinquency in San

.q30.1.^
Mr Willis Ellaas

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 S. 101h at San Carlos
Allen Dieter. Cempus Pastor

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
484 East San Fernando
Gwoirs ’Shoe,

South 10th
Street

700

NOW VOYAGERS

pen. Forum

An evaluation of the work of the
church on campus by a panel of
students: David Tucker

Bob Lord

Katie Mack and Lee Fossgreen

Worship Sunduy
First
I St. Paul’s

Santa Clara II SItt
10 g 11:30 as
Donald A. Getty,
Minister

er Ss- .1,, "00

En

Supper

IRA a. San Saorado
00
rn
mes C Etheredem
Minister

rei

Paster

Canterbury
Tales

J. Benton White,
Campus Minister
6.00 p m

John IV

Coii;ns

Baptist Cnileqe Chesil,.

.

Come early Sunday. 430 to be
*sect. We’re invited to San Fren
c:sco State Canterbury at St. Francis Church, San Fernando at Ocean
Ave Fogsville: supper at 6 at the
usual SJS bargain rates (50 cents)
Program. A kinescope. "Let Us
"jampoetic-liturgical" .e.
Pray,"
preach to worship, with one of the
authors on hand. (Praying it controversial?!
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 Ssulh Tenth

npitrtaii

ris

Ar

ri-g

til1iitliii
-We

cpottait.
RENTAL’’
414 E. William
CV 7-8877

serve

quality

food

at
Suttelds. 4;15

lowest possible prices. Try our
fine food today!

Crystal Creamery
COFFEE SHOP
715 and Santa Clara

San Jose

Senimur unix Hew

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
"Right On Campus-

1

S.J.S. Housemother,
Delta Upsilon

Join our experiment with
Worship n.the-Round.

441

says:

try
shor,p ng
And while you is
One 0+ our select blonds o’ Cis*
Just
imported or domestic fobcco
p p
right for the discrimintinq
smoker.

10 a.m.

Worship Sunday.

(Methodist Student
Center(

TO...

Manager Howard

doubte,
questioner and beleiver

Wesley
Foundation

BOOKS
BACK

types

A S.aden. chapel in. the

H,^cc,-.1 Insurance Building)

SELL!
SELL!
SELLA
SEW

Enjoy smoking
Smoke a pipe!

ititheen Cecht.i,

St. Thomas Chapel

INDEPENDENT
MEN AND WOMEN
. Ex.ftnrricikt(
=CST

SELL!
SELL!
YOUR

of accommodations with rents to fit
your budget.
Remember Spartan Rental -- apartments designed with the student in mind.
All

11

Jail

’If Only I Had a Few Million . .

Civic Auditorium’s

for u delicious dinner or snack ...

t4PARTAN DAII,V-3

I:.

By PRUDI STAVI6
.Society Editor..

JOBS IN EUROPE
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg,
Jan. 11, 1963- Would you like to
work at a Swiss resort, a Norwegian farm. a German factory, a
construction site in Spain, or a summer camp in France? Thousands of
paying summer jobs (some offering
$190 monthly) are available in
Europe to U.S. students.
The American Student Information Service, celebrating its 6th
Anniversary, will award TRAVEL
GRANTS to first 1500 applicants.
For 20-page Prospectus, complete
selection of European jobs and Job
Application (enclose $1 for prospectus, handling and airmail reply,
write, naming your school, to:
Dept. J, ASIS, 22 Ave. de la Llberte,
Luxembourg City, Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg. The first 8000 inquiries receive a $1 coupon towards the
purchase of the new student travel
hook, Earn, Learn & Travel in
Europe.

yoy

Poi4e

lAdvert. ;erre,

New Year

COATS

SILENCE IS GOLDEN

Tickets are currently on sale at
the San Jose Box Office in the
St. Claire Hotel for three major
shows due at the Civic Auditorium in the coming maul’s.
On Jan. 25 Allan .iherman ssill
present his "My on the Folksinger" show, with guest Joe
"Fingers" Carr.
Bob Newhart appears Feb. 19,
along with Peter Nero.
On March 16 Ray Conniff and
his orchestra will appear.

arv IS.

.311.1-

p.m.

The wiieonil in die ...nee on -1.1fr
Mids.
S turf ri,,’
"IL... I

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES
5:30. 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.

Leadsit RAPID READING COURSE
Evg.nt Turtsdy January IS 7-710
Cii CH 8-7474

Retufah Ouc
rri& COU hrrne

OIL LAGAP

Allen Hall Nips
No man, 45-40

for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist (larch
the downtown church
catering to the college community
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
8,30
College -Sminer945 a.m.
Tri.0 Club
5 45 p.m.
Service
1:00 p.m. Evening
198 So So..oncl St Sae Jo.e
Clarence R. Sands, DO., Pastor

CAL
BOOK
Pays More
For Used Texts

Eight-store buying power
enables Cal Book to pay
more for used texts,
whether they are
to be used next semester
or not.

15$

It’s well
worth the
1/2 block walk
to

Allen Hall edged the Nomans,
%1ednesility independxrd
hnsket hell action, as Paitx.rt
iionds led the Allen Hailers with
points, although the Isiornaii’s
itisiger Some hit 29 fitr the nigto’s
hat.
Two other close games saw die
Rim Snatchers and Miadder Hail
vorne away victorious in games decided by slim margins.
The Rim Snatchers were pressed
during the second half tau man.
:trod to clip the Hoop
:!
!1. The Snatchers us* if haltimic
lead of 1648, but the Hunt, iN
closed in sewing 23 points in the
second period. Larry Nord of tne
Hoop Hunters led the game’s Scot’with 14 points.
Moulder Hall. paced by the
shooting of John Mercer a ith 15
tallies, nosed out the Cardinals,
32-31. The Cardinals had balanced
-coring from Paul Malandra with
find Bob Liddle, Dirk Townsend and Don Chapman each contributed six points.
In a high swring game, the Polite School blasted the Old Crows,
40-34, in a game highlighted by the
(’urns’ Jerry Shultz with 23 scores.
The Police School took a halftime
and never gave it up. Jim
had the second highest to ,l the game with 16.
But the highest scoring contest
.: the night eame in the battle bev eon the Reject and the Rid
IgN, which the Rejects won, 55:s. Rich Hiser dunked 15 points
.r the victors, as the Red Dogs’
Williams hit for 13.
"rho Army ROTC No. 1 team
.i1d the Red Horde to 24 points
downed them. 39-24, as the
ri’C squad saw its Mike Nobi.:::k and Zoltan Csimma spot’,’ 17
1,,I 11 pints. ro,pecthel.

Gymnasts
Meet Cal
At Berkeley
Starting off with its toughest
!meet ot the year. the San Jose
State gymnastics team sends 10
varsity entries to the University of
California tonight when the two
squads duel in iimmon Gym at
17:30.
In gymnastics, there are eight
events plus the all-around competition. The Spat-tans should present
’ ii balanced teatn with Mike Ulcer
and Rich Chew heading the list in
probable point leaders.
But Cal, a perennial competitor
in NCAA finals, is strong in every
event, according to SJS coach
Jennett. The Bears are especially sluing on the rings, .lennett said. Last YCNIII they placed
tour men in the finals on the rings.
Lucem is the sole state champion the Spartans have. His strongest event Is the side horse. Jennett
said his hest all-around competitor
is Chew. v.ho is likely to score
more win?, than any man on the
team.

Couch Danny Clines’ rampaging
trash basketbaliers journey to Oakland tonight to test the freshmen
of St. Mary’s in a preliminary to
the SJS-St. Mary’s WCAC varsity
clash. Tip-off will be at 6.
The Spartababes, currently ridin skein and a
ing a three-game win
6-2 season long, are expecting stiff
competition from the Gaels, who
are 3-4 on the campaign.

Mines’ quint is payed by 6-4 for! ward S. T. Saffold ,who leads the
team in rebounding and scoring.
Jeff Genders’, Frank Tarrantts,
Pete Newell Jr. and Craig Fergus
are all capable pointmakem.
Tomorrow night the Spartababes
return home to play host to the
yrosh or university a California.

In the opinion of Clines, the St.
Mary’s yearlings are a good shooting team and are "very active"
on the backboards. Defensively. the
Gaels play the same pressing man
to man game that has INH’Il SO successful at SJS.
John Sttange, 6-6 center, and
guard Ray Yusi have been consistent scorers for the Moraga five,
while Rich Wicker and Frank Budrow have also experienced hot
shooting games.

Undefeated in duel CO1111)011 Ion.
wrestlers Warren King, 147 noun,
tend P11131 Ifodgins,
head the list of San Jostwiestlers traveling to Chico
today for the Spartans’ second
.1
meet of the season.
The starting lineup follows: John
Lim, 123 pounds: Dave Armstrong,
in- Byron Kobayashi, 130; Art !
Beatty, 137; Warren King, 117.
Cliff Olson, 157; Ismael Rodrkiii/
167; Jack Proctor or Jim
177; and Paul Hudgins,
weight.

Friday, Jan

Cat Your Gasoliae Costs
By lay’s, a Maier ’treed
easalims at Discount} Prices

PURITAN OIL CO.
Just a Few Blocks from Campo,
4t1 & William - efls & Keyes
10+1. & Taylor

SPECIALS

$110

Regularly $1.49

Bring a Date or Join the Crowd at

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE

Liz 1’..114-i Ltd.
455 E. WILLIAM * near 10th Street
5it,

Free Perking

545 So. 2nd St.

TRANSMISSIONS

U414,WagalaUlay.,

Automatic
Transmission
Adjustment only

FOR BRUNCH
SUNDAY
try

6

Vivian’s Special:
Egg
2 strips bacon
2 delicous hotcakes

With
This
Advertisement

(Including
Fluid)

95

ALL WORK GUARANTEED!

65c
at

Bring this advertisement to:

VIVIAN’S

AUTOMOTIVE SPECIALISTS CO.

15 So. 4th

345 W. Santa Clara, CY 5-0287

Open 10:30 am,.. 1:30 p.m.
Sunday for your convenience

All

lamt,jr-tirmrmirtr*ji
l’i"tiaAk2ali,11-4W-24xV

M.

4

approved credit

cards honored

ijt

BIG BEN ROOT BEER

:11

30%

460 E. William

DISCOUNT
on all

Highest Quality at
Low, Low Prices

Student
Personal
Portraits

BENNY BURGERS - 15c or 7 for $1.00
BENNY DELUXE - 25c or 7 for $1.49

wiih ASB Card
We Specialize in:

Graduation
and
Wedding
photography

No Change in Size or Quality
DELICIOUS FRENCH FRIES

15c

GENUINE MILK SHAKES

25c

(Not Ice Milk)

CALIFORNIA
BOOK CO.
134 E.
San Fernando

6 FLAVORS
plus

se,

Pleasant

atmosphere and a
heated dining room . . .
Stop in and see us soon!

942 E. Santa Clara
San Jose
CY 3-7471
10
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$117

DINNER STEAK
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THIS WEEKEND’S SPECIAL
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Every Sat. and Sun
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Pre.

Guys and Gals! Come in and
Taste Archie’s Scrumptious Food!

Regularly $1.80

101)

’

THRIFTY
STUDENTS

Top Sirloin Dinner

Val:m.11u ol I ta

I!

COLLEGE WEEKEND

Grapplers Travel
To Chico State ’

Spartan Judoists
Compete Sunday
At Buddhist Club
Stioe’s ilational
champions of 1962 v. ill
,he curtain on their
onday afternoon at 1:30 in
Jose I3ucIdhist Invitational
...irnament at the Buddhist Club.
’oinch Yash Uchida will direct 28
varsity matmen, including
k holtmen. Walt [label.
r and Nozie Iwasaki are st, heltErs., while l!’:I
:Wits and Kay Yamasaki
i::t-graders.
’,,ach Uchida is confident .,1
-:,iartiin victory, stating, ’AY::
strong,est brown I iellnuii
’Ii. area.’

Frosh Hoopmen Test
St. Mary s Tomght
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MEN’S
0 DESERT BOOT
0 IMPORT FROM SPAIN $
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Hand-crafted of Iberian
Slipper - cushioned
Calf
NonNon -sliding
A soles
Lightweight
E marking
Color Sahara
Comfortable
Sirs 6 to 12.
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Steve Gray and his St. Mary’s
teammates play host to the Spartans tonight in the Oakland Auditorium at 8 p.m. The SJS five
returns to action tomorrow against
a young Loyola team in the San
Jose Civic Auditorium at 8 p.m.
The Gaels were one of the teams
favored, in pre-season polls, to win
the WCAC championship. Currently St. Mary’s has a 7-5 record
over-all and a 1-0 mark in the
WCAC.
The big man for the Gaels Is
all -league, MVP, Steve Gray.
The 6-5 forward in being touted
for All-American honors. He
was named to Dellis sports Mag-

ctu4in9?
rake 4
SPeak!

asine’s pre-senaon All-American
squad.
A graceful 6-5, he moves with
deceptive speed. His faking, along
With his shooting ability make him
a threat from any spot on the
floor. Last year he led the league
in scoring with 248 points, an
average of 20.7 per game.
Along with Gray in the front
wall the Gaels will use 6-7 center
Mike Caroseilli. He has been taking some of the rebounding pressure off Gray who took 285 off
the boards last year.
The other forward is Jim Moore.
The 6-4 sophomore averaged 12.1
points a game for the Gaelets last
year. He isn’t a consistent scorer
from the outside, but his inside
moves. good defense and rebounding will help.
Senior Tom Sheridan will start
at one guard spot. A WCAC
second team selection last year,
Sheridan Is the leading backcourt man for the Gaelic. Last
Sipe us for all your bakery seeds.
Wedding cakes, party pastries,
birthday cakes sad pies.
San Jose’s finest independent
bakery

Finals! Finals! Finals!
And all you do is study!
Take a break this weekend
and enjoy a delicious dinner out.

BREFICI PrIC1
PASTRY SHOP
;on onvrimin

The chefs at Bohannon’s
pride
rid themselves in creating taste-tempting meals for
hook-weary students.
So come on in tonight, tomorrow, or ally time you
want a tasty treat.

2 blocks from campus
CV 2-6880

FOREIGN CAR
()medic

We’re proud of the fine
cuisine and efficient service
you’ll find at Bohannon’s.

--Creciatid id
Body Repairs & Painting
Insurance Work

5
Ar
5
5
0
0
0 439 So. First St. $
Open Mon., Thurs., Fri.
till 9
II1.1VI

0

kN1.\\1IOW g

ST,

Aluminum Work
Free Estimates
Guaranteed Workmanship

CY 2-9099
2)ahi;
PAINT & BODY SHOP
Our New Location
605 Sunol At Savaker
San Jose

1404 S. First St.

SKI
HEADQUARTERS

he hit the winning field
to defeat Sari Jose 48-46.
Joining Sheridan will be another
senior, Joe Lee, who came to the
forefront in the Christmas tournament. He was the second leading
scorer for the Gaels in the Christmas tournament.
Kit Ruona, who started at forward must of last year, is the No.
1 sub for the St. Mary’s five. He
is a dangerous shooter from the
outside and can cause trouble.
Last year he averaged 8.5 per
game.
A 6-5 Junior front Los Angeles,
Dennis Sehriener, a hot -cold
shooter and a tough rebounder,
rear

goal

will play at guard.
Loyola is a young team that
"could give trouble to anyone,"
according to coach Stu Inman.
They have two big men in Detroit
Flanagan and Brian Quinn. These
two players are the most experienced on the squad.
The Lions have been gettlnit
help from Wayne Boehle, a fii’s
guard who was the top scorer .n
the game against USF with 13
Dick McCloskey, a 6-3 forward
was the other big scorer against
USF with 10 points. Both men are
sophomores.
Mike Lawler, at 6-5, is the center for the Lions. The Lions don’t

have much height and are inexperienced. The starting five finds
two sophomores. Boehle and Mt Closkey, two juniors, Flanagan
and Lawler and one senior. Quinn

Sidelines

day
D

GOOD
1.1 CK
\
II\ 11,S

BUY
Fully Guaranteed
RECAPS
$748

Blackwell
Exchange

DISCOUNT LUBRITORIUM
6th 8 KEYS

CY 5-6257

PALM BOWL
1523 W. San Carlos
CY 4-2810

Does Your Imported Car Suffer
From That Tired Run-Down Feeling?

By DON CHAPMAN

Spotlight on ’T’
S.

T. Saf fold. forward on the freshman basketball team, h.,
stolen the spotlight in a production not accustomed to ’billing ind[vidual stars.
SJS control ball is not a one-man show, yet S. T. has gainis!
considerable recognition this year through display of outstandin,
talents.
As Coach Dan Glines put it, "You gotta get excited when 11., s
playing ball. He’s got the God-given qualities to be a real great."
Saffold, a 6-4, 200-pound physical education major from Stocktwi.
was two-year All-Northern California and three years
for Edison High School. He is fast, has a good eye and terrific
With 24 points, ’T," as his teammates call him, and compile’
whopped the University of Pacific 74-37 Saturday night. He hit 1,.
four key goals in the second half against Cal Friday, as San .1 -.
Saffold plays with the unruffled air of Jerry Lucas, y.:
.
necessary determination. With a potential great like this on 11:111,1,
some observers are predicting a slight modification in the varsity’s
control ball offense in the next couple of years to fully exploit his
talents. No drastic change would seem likely, nor necessary, however.
*

Look for Cal to fight a spirited
battle when it visits San Jose in
a pre-game battle at the San Jose
Civic Auditorium Saturday night..
After losing to the Spartans by
the three-point deficit Friday,
Cbach Mines predicts the Bears
to be "madder than a wet hen."
custom barber
Glines tipped his hat to Frank
Your hair cut EXACTLY N’ill
Tarrantts, Bill Clegg, Jeff Goodere, Pete Newell, Jr., and Craig 1111, the way you want it tut s
* Ivy League
Fergus for jobs well done over
Crew Cut
the weekend. He said the club is
* Regular
looking more to Newell for lead11141
S
also specializing in
ership and the 6-3 guard is sup- 11%
women’s haircuts
plying it.
* NEW LOCATION *
Mike Griggs. who was a main571 E. Santa Clara
stay on the squad until breaking
lot 1200
his ankle before the Christmas
(Closed Monday)
break, may be back in February.
Clines says.
1417 t
,k4. k aN1

Joe
. Glorioso *to:
*

DOES IT RUN A RADIATOR FEVER?
OR CREAKING IN THE JOINTS?

If so, it needs some new parts pronto!
And We Have Them

FOREIGN AUTO PARTS
293-2129

1695 W. San Carlos

Estee Inc.
And mention the Spartan Daily. the newspaper whose circulation last week
topped that of the combined newspapers oz New York C4y.

STEAKS STEAKS STEAKS
SPECIALSunday, Monday, Tuesday
of every week
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER

$1.19
Includes: Salad, Baked Potato, Chlle, Garlic Bread

SPECIALWednesday, Thursday, Friday,
Saturday of every week
FILET OF RIB

$1.24
Includes: Salad, Baked Potato, Chile, Garlic Bread

Julian IV Steaks
Open ’tit 12:00 P.M.

4th & JULIAN STREETS

in the

SANTA CLARA VALLEY
If you’re serious about siting . . . and
serious attention paid to your own

went

personal equipment requirement
skis, bindings, poles, boots,
clothesplease stop in.
We know skiing . . . and
specialize in helping you select
equipment that’s right
for you!

Complete Rental &
Service

Repair

Valley headquarters
for Head
ski equipment

Ap
COPE & McPHETRES
2931 El Camino
Santa Clara

(:11 3-2111

Lois of free parking

Warren Miller Ski Movies
Shown Every Thursday Evening After 6

21 Great Tobaccos make 20 Wonderful Smokes!
CHESTERFIELD KING tastes great, smokes mild. You get
21 vintage tobaccos grown mild, aged mild and blended mild,
and made to test.... ever. milder through its longer length.

CHESTERFIELD KING
lubaceos too mild to filter, pleasure too good

to miss!

ORDINARY CIGARETYFS

KIN(
IGAFTTES

...... aaaaam.r.. asarerswarmar
CHESTERl
1,

Longs/it length

OLD
means veggie levee

The Smoke of a Chesterfield King

mellows and softens es it flown
’motion longer length. bac., Ob.
5mouth e,,t.1 gentle to your tasie

e-SPART.AN I1A I .Y
II

1:e;

Mak

FOR COLLEGE GIRLS

Card -Carrier
CLEVELAND t UPI)--Cles eland
bricklayers decided to take action
diter seeing dozens of newspaper
pictures of non-union Archbishop
John J Kitsl laying Use
itt 1:111arlia", !etill16, hoe,
pitisis kind orphanages.
The bricklayers called a meeting, took a vote -and made the
prelate an honorio y union member.

PAESANO
I it Cl

RESTAURANT
Air conditioned.
featuring
Italian Dines rs
eau.’ to
San Francisco’s
Finest
Astnentic luso, of Italy’.
_

Iticke

be featured at an institute and
part) from 7.30 p tn. to 12.30 a

ii

tulak;ht on
Stionsuiest

the Ititlkait Alli-

ance of San Jose State, the event

... serve in this country,
Hawaii, or Europe. Enroll
in the Women Officers
Training Class

- Travel

PART TIME
Ave. earnings $3 per hour & up.
Service local esteblished Fuller Brush
rte. Wily guarantee available. No invest or experience. Car & Ref a must
241-4189
Mr. Wilkinson

AN EXTRA
10%

- Excellent Pay

BONUS

- Planned Promcficrs

For more information

WILL BE GIVEN TO
EVERYONE WHO SELLS
THEIR BOOKS AT SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE FROM JAN. 16-25.

write or call
MARINE CORPS OFFICER
SELECTION OFFICER
Room 33
Federal Office Building

REMEMBER:

THE MORE

BOOKS YOU

SELL, THE

BIGGER YOUR BONUS!

San Francisco 2, Calif.
UN derhill

Sper.s1 two ilaye arid three riielit
Its Ensenada, Mexico. This Is the
highlight of it nine-day trip to be
sponsored by Spartan Tours.

Alio used cars et

Tonight’s the night -

basketball

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

1.6264

U. S. MARINE CORPS

"Right On Campus"

Now, a clean-filling, smooth -writing
Parker cartridge pen...only ’V

Jose

Mercury-News

in

morning

10:30

in

the

Ri
Fc
Si

USED

(....b lettuce 8 tomato)

HI -Fl STEREO
COMPONENTS

F OR 240
501BURGER

Please say everything’s all

at the

Burger House
Fraternally, W.J.B.

the

388 E Santa Clara
(between 8th 8 9111)

..,...400000006c.

...-

first annual Flab Feat tomorrow
at

%IA I

Hint- someone marched down
the aisle with a sign that read:

Don’t give me more fright.

right.

team exists at SJS, members of
San

RYA,
iitud
ell
uste
fun
ootooffietti

re) low d Kuunt.

CHI O’s AVON:

Endeavoring to prove that more
one outstanding

Wei

call 368-4259

Casaba ’Flab Fest’
Pits Merc, DAILY
than

For the
Budget -Minded
S.J.S. Student

All new /963 cars at
wholesale prices

Also planned is a side trip to
Catalina Island via steamer.
The group, which will consist of
any SJS students who wishes to
go, will then head for San Diego,
Tiajuana, and Ensenada.
The trip is scheduled to becin

the Spartan Daily will play the

- Interesting Assignments

- Training at historic
Quantico, Vicgin:a

Excursion to Ensenada

is open to the public. Cost for the
On the way down, the group
institute and party is 50 cents for
also plans to visit Hollywood. Grifgeneral
the
students and $1 for
fin Park. a motion picture studio,
public. according to Rhoda Ale!.
Forest Lawn. Marineland, the
, Balkan Alliance president.
The institute will end at 9:30 UCLA campus, Disneyland. Knott’s
p.m. and the party will run from Berry Farm and other points of
9:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
interest in the Los Angeles area.

NOTICE

an officer in the
Marine Corps Reserve

Interviews for fall tem:lung positions at Poway Union School District will be held Monday at the:
Placement Office, Adm234.
The district. which is I wated
,-tat Feliruiti,
on January 2t;
o, srA-1:irig
Urea,
cost ssi the eXillisluit is $5t12:rit, mat tht. Sou Diego
tor grades kitisk.r_,,ai ten
this includes all tiluisportation., teachers
through the twelith gi- mite.
lodging and admissions.
ti,
invited
are
All SJS students
ICOOCCOGOOese
participate in the trip, but spar,.
WHERE’S EVERYBODY?
is limited to one bus load and the
are urged to sign up early.
Information concerning the trit.
may be obtained at M204, extensico
2180.

Hoiden, teacher ut (.,reek

and Assyrian ethnic dances, will

IMPORTANT
Loam to be

Teachers Sought

Balkan Festivities Spartan Tours Schedules

Men’s

nthae’rEel:s

Record Changers
(03:c.rtrnor
r.r)
Heathkit

in sv

518.$30

-.neural amp

$20

General Electric AM -FM Ter .
$24.95
Hrmen-Krdon

pie
ii

rnr.na,.,
527.50

Gym.
Reporter Tim Barr will be on
hand outside the Journalism and
Advertising Building at 10 a.m. to
greet Mercury-News players --with
cigarettes and refreshments.

EUROPE ’63

The Daily team, meanwhile, will
be inside the Men’s Gym, making
use of a last-minute cram session
to learn elementary basketball
rules.
The public is invited.

Third Annual

Eiee 20 Ws., Anip
Lice Vt,r

..r

$39 9

00

Roberts Stereo Tape

$200

$175

00

close
day.o

Equipment is

"Northern California’s Largest
Selection of Hi -Fl Stereo Equip.
meet"

X’srlmalNt:
at Ii
only
In lb
a hr
All

CV 7-7111

twee
p.m.
their
Libra
Gri
you

FOR 30 DAYS

Daytime: 295-4025
Nights: CY 5-8574 or AN 9-3006
493 E. SANTA CLARA ST. AT 11th

79 SOUTH 3RD ST.

trian

Spattanailq

New PARKER ARROW

atistra
2:10
3:
at Th

GUARANTEED

RESERVE
NOW!
CALL

TOMORROW:
l’ouug Republicans, trip is Santa
Rosa to campaign for Don Clausen
for Congress, College Union, 10
a.m.
Weekend Co-Rec, activities,
Men’s and Women’s Gyms, 12.30
a.m.

GUITAR AMPLIFIER

ST’:tfth (nikrnI ue
day I
In J’

All Used Hi Fi

SPACE IS LIMITED

TODAY:
Balkan Alliance, dance institute
and party. Women’s Gym. 7.30 p.m.

-:

GIBSON "Rythm King"
Two channels. Sold new i.r $700
NOW ONLY

Total Cost
Per Person

ne
iii

J160

Spethil

Via Super DC 7-C Luxury Aircraft
Complimentary In -Flight Hot Meats
Certified 1.A.T.A. Air Carriers Only

Spartaguide

$11 9$

SergantRayment 100
Any .
AMFM Tuner

SUMMER FLIGHT

Depart: S.F. to London - June 18
Return: Paris to S.F. - Sept. 3

Paraphrasing the Daily’s chances
with his Dec. 10 preview of Handel’s "Messiah," newly elected Editor Bob Pacini said, "If God ever
chose to create a basketball team,
It seems He couldn’t do much better than the Spartan Daily."

530 each

Tli

CLASSIFIEDS

101111)

oliho
dent.

2 Appr. Hoes. Contra, Good 13-5751. Ask for Linde W. or

FOR SAL!

App. house contract. Colonial Hall. CV
Must Sell: 2 app’. Ird. hse. con’,
3-9908. Peggy Binn.
Lee Hal,. Cal 293,9654.
’59 Morgan 4/4. Best offer over $500
House contract, spring sern. Cr..
Call CV 8-5874, Dirk.
Manor. Ca I Sandy Coffin, CV 596.
Contract for Spring, Cath. Women,
Center. Contact Lynn Anderson, Rm. Sprite, 1960. Black. Pea-f. cond. Radio S
eater. Call Bob, ES 7.0255.
304. CV 4-4622.

Near new 10 speed deraiier. Most ser- 1 girl to share unapp. opt
e
Moire offer, 292.8307.
St. Sp. seen. 295-7738 at.ei I.

App. apt. contract Killion - Reduced !Adv. agent - male - i-,
"
03
0 - spring sem. Cell 294-5710.
exciting new product to q
t.
Pay
area.
in
this
pects
54 Ford V-8, er e’. cord , radio, heater Eves only, car needed.
8_ .
s on payment. 298.0929. sta. ’A’ Palo Alto.
Olds Arrobassiidor trumpet, good condi- 1 male to share (urn. apt. vi, 2 $41
CL 1-3641.
670 S. 8th St., Apt, 18 79’ -

Two contrech for spring sern. at WYci Appr, bd. house contr., duct. Cora Contract spring
Clith01.0 W. C
’Y 4-4622
Terrace. 177 S. 12th St. Contact Nancy.. Maror. CV 5-9965, Anne Logan.
I GrOYa.
Susar. or Mrs. Grande at 295-9619
Luxur:ous man’s appr. apt, contr. P.
Women’s appr
I
ing Cuntiact for
- 294.8210
’62 BSA, 350 cc. I -owner, good cord
1.9733,
-Will sacrifice. George Snow, DI 3-2974
App. Bd. House Contr. 20% off. Cni Contract for sale $150. Room + board.
293 37:rt
111 TIC-3. Needs work. w.w. o’drive. $6S;
69 5. 10th St. Call
297.834-,,.
or rno+or cycle & cash. Rich,
Hous Contr. Colonial Hall. Call Bobloi’i9908
For Sale: 2 contracts in same appr.
Luturious men, appr. apt. Spr. tern. $210 pr. seer. Bette Lee AP’,
13-2
House
Contr.
V2
block
from
schoo
351 S. 11th S.. CV 2.6494.
i 5. Jeanne. 297-9918,
.
App. Apt. contract, spring tern. D.s
58 Chen. Bel Air 4-dr.,
Plym., ’57 V-11 4-Dr. H.T. R. & H., A.T. k8,1-1
298.4128.
/6 CH
eve.
op cond. Make offer, AN 9-0719
- - --------App. apt. contract, sp. sem., reduc. rai
1 or 2 app, apart, contracts et $25 off
Policed
contr.
Apt.
CV
amount.
Cell
11th.
after
4
p
S.
Call 294-2312
9
st
h
620
S.
9th.
,2
App. housing contract Spring Sem. Make
To buy room contract private head, tele
47 Pontiac Hearse. Good cord, $40r7
offer. Miss Fein, 293.9589.
294-7731.
354.9947, after 6 p.m.
"..
_
Women’s approved housing cona61 Gerelli scooter, .
,3’1 $100.
Gordon Hall app. 01
..""’"ct
available. Marion Hall, Spring 1963. Cr)
. 1-’1
9927.
FiF1 Riclietts. 293.9661.
RENTALS
Apt. for 4 girls, 1 bile. from campus,
Housing contract -Villa Francaise.
1200 a sere, Andy, 294-5928.
Room and board, seven days a week
or offer, must sell. CV 7-9733.
ale. Call 295.9014.
Contract for spring semester. Florence Marian Hall contract at red,. od
;W.11 excherge with Killion. Cell lc’,
Apt. 1 or 2 males. Quiet and clean. 666
Hall, contact Janet. CV 7-9876.
! 293.9661.
Sth CV 4-3964.
Apt, half blk. from SJS. Apia,. Women
’56 Ford V.I.
Girls: Spring rental, kit. priv. Clean.
Spr. - $210. CV 3-6675.
Cog 295.1166 after S.
rorney. 347 S 12th St. 293-2810, aft. 6.
Harmony Electric guitar. $60. Fender
Went a Change?
Ampiifier, $15. Call Robert, 245 3741 Contract! French cooking friendly g s
r,les. Cell CV 7-9733.
Mod apts. for men - (urn. I Of 2 bd
after 5 p.m
sale Sp’cig 1963 rms $35 a mo. per man. 741 S. 6th. 292
In,
conned
for
house
Gradus.,-1
1956 Lambreie Scooter.
3846,
Nari’d CV 5-9997,
rn.,st sell. Make offer. CL 1.2254.
Small unfur. apt. $55. Married cpl. pre.
1958
42’4’,
trailer,
bcdioorn
full
2 Appr. apt. contrs, for men. Spring semi
cernr
295.3531. (erred, 731 S. 3rd St. Apt. No. I.
iCali Mike, CV 7.0744.

84517

This pen can save you important money on cartridges. And last longer. Ours are BIGGER and last
longer (each is good for B or 9 thousand words)
But, even if you didn’t save a dime, this pen would
he worth the price. It’s a Parker.

,Cperral Introductory offer ends February 15,1963) 1
This coupon good for

5 EXTRA
SUPER QUINK
CARTRIDGES

Only Parker gives you a solid 14K gold point,
tipped with plathenium-one of the hardest,
smoothest alloys ever developed. It should last you
for years no matter how much you use it.
This pen won’t leak the way the cheap ones do
-it has a built-in safety reservoir. It must meet most
of the tough specifications we set for $10 pens.
The Parker Arrow comes in black, dark blue, light
blue, light grey, and bright red, with a choice of
four instantly replaceable solid 14k gold points.
A beautifully expressive gift.

cp. PA RKER

Ma-

(494 value)
Your Arrow pen is parked with 5 FREE cartridges.
Present this coupon for 5 more FREE cartridges
when you purchase the Arrow pen. Only one coupon redeemable tor each Arrow pen purchased.
Offer not available where prohibited
To the Dealt, You are authorized to rot-em the coupon
and VIP will reimburse you for t;eh
free cartridges with like
goods provided that you and the consumer have complied
Lwith the terms of the offer al stated

\ tker of the world’s most wanted pens

’55 Ford Conv. Excl. cond. $325. Af.iir
5, AL 2.6599.

App, boarding house contract

Appr. Apt. Contr. Sunset Hall No
Must sell. Reduced. Phone 297.7509.

Changing schools -

’60 Plym. $40. Cell Byron, 2$ 7.B,
4 2927.

I

3 Cr !..

HELP WANTED
ph- or.
needed,
Hasher
_
YC
nrorrne , inn
Night Club Work
297 9532. 294 2
--Male Student: F,.-n.Man to share ar
CL 8-3188.

+sr.
Fri

3 o

Grad, woman student
spr. semester. Rm
SERVICES
Career planning - $15.00 Per"1st 5’
..ocational counseling - 777 N.
297.3313.
Er:.
Typing - Thesis, term papers, etc.
tric typewriter. Phone 377-6498.

Babysitter: 2-6 de y. Call after 4 p.m .
r 75670.

o20 S. 9th, apt. No. 9.
Y Apt. No. I.

Men’s Om: Good condition. CV 3-2143
Stan eves

Two Girls fer Roommates: Unappr. *Pt. I
Like new 1962 Schwinn 10 speed sec.,
i
4605. 10th, No. 17 or cell
opt;0,,e1 Low gear, $70. AN 9.50t.8.12a475036sam.

Sorts "Comfort Mester." box spres
& mattress. Orig. $110, 6 mos. old, $40
Bill, 293.6114.

,CentraeI for spring. 900,1 Lee
,r
t
t.
vi , r i...o.c. 152 Jl0.4.

r
les

Male student for roommate. Spring un,
anpr apt pool. lh bd. to SJS. Quiet.i
Randy, 298-4912, between 6.9.

Is

264.3031.
Folk Style guitar lessons
or Pie.
"Export typing Service" - day
Call CL 8-4335 or CL -1824.
PERSONALS
N.Y. evr,,
Sue, remember the chaps. Pero,
Squaw Valley
e,-,
morn laughs Wri..
S.s519. Confiners Mem:
TRANSPORTATION
to end Pr^
Need ride from H8i"rd
537.0063.
S J.S Call evenings.

WANTED
Oriental students for part-time or full
t waiters or bus boys. Contact Dick’s
o 1350 S. Bascom Ave.. S.J.

Th

Male to share mod. one: .
1 br. $30. CV 5-8397 3:

CLASSIFIED
lino
250
200 a line
2

RATES:
.0
first insii!tion.
M.
succeeding MO&
line minimum

TO PLACE AN AD:
Offell."
Call at Student AffeIrs
Hall, 0.f.
ROOT lb, Tower
r
Send in Needy Order vt.
with Cheek or Money
Wes
No Phew/

Th

